
Disegno & Pioniere Collection 

bathroom furnitures





disegno  & pioniere collection
ISVEA’nın premium tasarım serileri, klasik çizgilerin yeni yorumu ile yuvarlatılmış 
hatların çekiciliğini modern banyolara taşıyor.

ISVEA Disegno ve Pioniere Line banyo dolapları, kompakt ve kullanışlı bir deneyim 
sunan Sogno Rinato Luca alt modüllerinde, ISVEA’nın Italyan tasarım partneri WAU 
Architetti imzası taşıyan 5mm’lik ince kenarlı sharp&slim Infinity serisi kullanıldı. 
Öne çıkan renk paleti ve saklama alanları sayesinde banyo mobilyaları, bir 
mobilyadan öte  banyoda dikkat çekici ve kullanışlı bir obje olarak konumlanıyor.
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SOGNO
Sogno, the premium design lines of ISVEA, brings the appeal of rounded lines to modern 

bathrooms with a new interpretation of classical lines. 

When designing Sogno, the ISVEA design team focused on blending design with the modern perspective 
of design. Sogno, which offers a compact and convenient experience with its 100cm size, with 5mm thin-

edged sharp&slim Infinity basin, by the scope of WAU Architetti signature, which is the main partner of 
ISVEA. It is both useful and stylish with its two drawers with a non-slip floor plus an organizer and a mirror 

in the form of a storage room and a glass shelf. Thanks to its two fully automatic drawers and double 
mirror cabinet, it is used for all applications needed in a wide and full-length bathroom with glass shelves. 

By the modern approach of its classic design and color range as amber, night blue, sand beige and 
anthracite matte lacquered, it is enlarged as a remarkable and practical object in the bathroom, rather 

than a piece of furniture.



40
21SG3158040I  
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100
21SG1772100I
1000x500x718 mm
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62
21SG2572062I
620x168x620 mm
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30
21SG9053030I
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RINATO

Rinato, one of the premium design line of ISVEA, blends retro lines with a modern design approach. While designing Rinato, the 
ISVEA design team aimed to bring a modern interpretation to the fuga technique of traditional woodwork.

Creating a useful countertop area thanks to its 120cm wide washbasin module with massive wooden counter, with 5mm thin-
edged sharp&slim Infinity basin, designed by WAU Architetti, the Italian design partner of ISVEA. Rinato is functional with two 

wide drawers, including an organizer , plus a hidden drawer with a separator and a mirror cabinet with led lighting. Rinato offers 
everything needed in the bathroom with its both side top unit and tall cabinet with large storage volume!

Complementing the most “hype” shades of retro design; cream and pastel green matte lacquered body with shiny gold colored 
attractive handles,; Rinato shares an experience that is both stylish and timeless with its users.
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120
21RNS713120I
1200x500x400 mm
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40
29PN2113040I
420x168x700 mm

mirror cabinet with 

LED

25
21RN6112025I
250x160x700 mm

top cabinet

40
29PN4013040I  
400x40x700 mm

mirror with LED

30
21PN9012030I
300x120x18 mm

shelf

35
21RN3112035I
350x300x1400 mm

tall unit 
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LUCA

Luca is a design that captures the warmth of wood with its sharp and thin-edged minimal lines.

Offering two different 100 cm framed modules and mirror alternatives to its users, Luca creates functional storage spaces 
with its tall cabinet that complements its design. Luca offers a useful bathing experience even in low light by integrated 
led lighting in both mirror and modules. Complementing its matte white and matte black body options with wooden 

textured drawers, Luca is for those who prefer a modern interpretation of wood in their bathrooms.

designed by Genesis Research & Design
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100
21LCS305101I
100x500x450 mm

basin unit

100
21LCS306100I
100x500x450 mm

basin unit

100
29LC4009100I
1000x60x650 mm

mirror with LED 

100
29LC4000100I
1000x50x685 mm

mirror with LED

35
21LC3105035I
350x300x1400

tall unit

75
21SQ4004075I
750x50x950 mm

marino mirror
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ISVEA's upper segment design line Puno; It puts simplicity at the center by 
bringing a minimalist approach to retro lines.

Puno, consisting of a metal profile body and a lacquered shelf, offers two color options as black and white; and besides adding 
color to bathrooms thanks to Infinity series washbasins , signatured by ISVEA's Italian design partner WAU Architetti. Compatible 
with all modules, Infinity washbasins offer its users ten different colors and unlimited inspiration. Puno's matte white and matte 

black mirrors perfectly complement the minimalness of the design with their rounded thin radius.
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designed by WAU Architetti
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55
29PNS082055I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

salmon - 2s
page 304

55
29PNS081055I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

mint - 2t
page 304

55
29PNS023055I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

ivory - 2k
page 304

55
29PNS001055I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

page 304

55
29PNS094055I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

anthracite - 2c
page 304

55
29PNS083055I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

taupe - 2h
page 304

55
29PNS004055I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

black - 2n
page 304

40
29PN4001040I

400x700x50 mm

ayna

black  metal profile
page 304

55
29PNS082056I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

salmon - 2s
page 304

55
29PNS081056I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

mint - 2t
page 304

55
29PNS023056I

550x840x360 mm

basin unit

ivory - 2k
page 304

30
21PN9001030I

300x120x18 mm

shelf

white
page 304
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